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Abstract
The concept of (local) pseudo-distance-regularity, recently introduced, is a natural general-
ization of distance-regularity, intended for not necessarily regular graphs. We study here some
properties of locally pseudo-distance-regular graphs and give some new characterization of
such structures. As a consequence, some new characterizations of distance-regular graphs are
also derived. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A new (combinatorial) concept of distance-regularity, appropriate for dealing with
non-regular graphs, has recently been introduced [6,8]. This is called pseudo-dis-
tance-regularity around a vertex, and it is based on giving to the vertices of the graph
some weights which correspond to the entries of the (normalized) positive eigen-
vector. In particular, if the graph is regular, all such weights are equal to 1, and
we reobtain the common definition of distance-regularity around a vertex. In fact,
pseudo-distance-regularity around a vertex i can be seen as a combinatorial charac-
terization of a thin primary T .i/-module, in the sense of Terwilliger [18].
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In the referred papers by Fiol et al., some systems of orthogonal polynomials were
used to derive some properties and classification results for local pseudo-distance-
regularity. Among such systems, the so-called “predistance polynomials” proved to
be of particular importance, as they can be thought of as a generalization to arbitrary
graphs of the distance polynomials for distance-regular graphs. As a main result,
it was proved in [6] that, for any given vertex i, the value of the highest degree
predistance polynomial at the spectral radius of the graph satisfies an upper bound
computed from the (weights of the) vertices at “spectrally maximum” distance from i
(that is, the maximum eccentricity of i allowed by its “local spectrum”, which equals
the so-called “dual degree” of the trivial code fig). Furthermore, and what is more
relevant, when such a bound is attained one gets pseudo-distance-regularity around
such a vertex i.
Our main aim here is to continue the study of such structures. Before describing
the results obtained in more detail, let us fix some basic terminology used through-
out the paper. Let G D .V ;E/ be a simple (connected) graph, with vertex set V D
f1; 2; : : : ; ng and adjacencies fi; j g 2 E denoted by i  j . Usually, each vertex i 2
V is identified with the ith unit vector ei and we denote byVD Rn the vector space
with basis consisting of the vertices of G. The set of vertices at distance k away
from vertex i is Ck.i/ VD fj V dist.i; j/ D kg, where dist.; / stands for the distance
function. For simplicity, we usually write C.i/ instead of C1.i/. The eccentricity
(or local diameter) of vertex i is ecc.i/ VD max16j6n dist.i; j/. Let G have adja-
cency matrix A D A.G/. The characteristic polynomial of G will be denoted by
G.x/ VD det.xI − A/ D QdlD0.x − l/m.l/. The spectrum of G is
sp G VD fm.0/0 ; m.1/1 ; : : : ; m.d/d g;
with set of (distinct) eigenvalues
ev G VD f0 > 1 >    > d g:
Since G is supposed to be connected, the Perron–Frobenius theorem assures that the
maximum eigenvalue 0 coincides with the spectral radius of A, and has a positive
eigenvector v > 0, which we normalize in such a way that min16i6n vi D 1. In par-
ticular, when G is regular we have v D j, the all-1 vector. Sometimes it is useful to
view each entry vi as the “weight” associated with vertex i. This is because these
weights “regularize” the graph in the sense that the average weight degree of each
vertex becomes a constant:
.i/ VD 1
vi
X
ji
vj D 0 .i 2 V /:
As mentioned above, this approach was used by Fiol et al. [8,9] to study the concept
of pseudo-distance-regularity, which is defined as follows. Let i 2 V be a vertex
of a graph G, with eccentricity ecc.i/ D ", and consider the distance partition in-
duced by i; V D V0 [ V1 [    [ V", where Vk VD Ck.i/; 0 6 k 6 ". We say that G
is pseudo-distance-regular around i whenever the numbers
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ck.j/ VD 1
vj
X
h2C.j/\Vk−1
vh .1 6 k 6 "/;
ak.j/ VD 1
vj
X
h2C.j/\Vk
vh .0 6 k 6 "/;
bk.j/ VD 1
vj
X
h2C.j/\VkC1
vh .0 6 k 6 " − 1/;
defined for any j 2 Vk, do not depend on the considered vertex j 2 Vk , but only on
the value of k. In such a case, we denote them by ck; ak and bk, respectively, and
call them the pseudo-intersection numbers. In [8] it was shown that the concept of
pseudo-distance-regularity is a generalization of the concept of distance-regularity
around a vertex that can be found, for instance, in [2]. Note that when G is regular,
v D j, the above numbers become the usual intersection numbers given in terms
of cardinalities; that is, ck.j/ D jC.j/ \ Vk−1j; ak.j/ D jC.j/ \ Vkj, and bk.j/ D
jC.j/ \ VkC1j.
As commented above, the above notion of pseudo-distance-regularity is, in fact,
equivalent to Terwilliger’s notion of primary irreducible T .i/-module being thin (see
[18]). To be more precise recall that the subconstituent or Terwilliger algebra T D
T .i/ is generated by A; E0; E1; : : : ; E" , where Ek; 0 6 k 6 ", represents the pro-
jection onto the kth subconstituent with respect to vertex i; that is, the n  n diagonal
matrix with .Ek/jj D 1 if dist.i; j/ D k, and .Ek/jj D 0 otherwise. A T-module is
any subspace W V satisfying T W D W . The primary T .i/-module is by defi-
nition the (unique) irreducible module containing (the unit vector representing) i,
namely W VD T ei , and it is said to be thin whenever dim EkW 6 1 for any 0 6
k 6 ". In other words, we can say that a graph G is pseudo-distance-regular around
a vertex i if and only if there exist nonzero vectors uk 2 EkV; 0 6 k 6 ", such
that the space spanned by u0; u1; : : : ; u" is invariant under A. See [18] for more
details. Notice that, whereas our combinatorial characterization of pseudo-distance-
regularity could be more convenient for computational purposes, Terwilliger’s notion
has the advantage of not involving any eigenvector. The equivalence between the
above definitions and other known characterizations of pseudo-distance-regularity is
discussed further in Section 3.
As commented above, the aim of this paper is to further the study of pseudo-
distance-regularity, as it was initiated in [6,8]. To this end, in the following section
we first describe the theoretical background which is mainly of an algebraic na-
ture. Two central concepts here are the “local spectrum”, which gives information
about the structure of the graph when seen from a given vertex, and two sequenc-
es of orthogonal polynomials constructed from it. As already stated, one of these
sequences is constituted by the predistance polynomials (called “proper” in some
previous papers) which, in the case of (pseudo-)distance-regularity, become the clas-
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sical distance polynomials. Our main results are given in Section 3, where two new
characterizations of pseudo-distance-regularity are studied. The first one deals with
the number of paths between vertices, and it is a natural generalization of the cor-
responding characterization of distance-regular graphs (see e.g. [15]). The second
characterization result uses the so-called “crossed local multiplicities”, which are the
entries of the idempotent matrices representing the orthogonal projections onto the
eigenspaces of the graph. Here we follow ideas of Godsil [12,13], who realized that
in a distance-regular graph, and for a given eigenvalue, such parameters are invariant
among vertices at the same distance.
2. Theoretical background
In this section, we present the basic theoretical results on which our study is based.
As in previous works dealing with pseudo-distance-regularity, a central role is played
by some families of orthogonal polynomials constructed from the so-called “local
spectrum” of the graph.
2.1. Projecting onto the eigenspaces
For each eigenvalue l; 0 6 l 6 d , let Ul be the matrix whose columns form an
orthonormal basis for the l -eigenspace El VD Ker.A − lI/. The (principal) idem-
potents of A are the matrices El VD UlUTl representing the orthogonal projections
onto Ker.A − lI/. Thus, in particular, E0 D .1=kvk2/vvT. Notice that the idem-
potents can also be written as El D Zl.A/, where Zl represents the ‘interpolating’
polynomial defined by Zl.h/ D lh. That is,
El D 1
l
dY
hD0;h =Dl
.A − hI/;
where l VD QdhD0;h =Dl .l − h/. From their nature as orthogonal projections, it is
readily checked that such matrices satisfy the following properties (see e.g. [13]):
Lemma 2.1. Let El be the idempotents of the adjacency matrix A; with eigenvalues
l; 0 6 l 6 d . Then the following hold:
.a/ ElEh D lhEl ;
.b/ AEl D lEl ;
.c/ f .A/ D PdlD0 f .l/El for any rational function f defined at each eigenvalue
of A.
In particular, notice that if, in (c), we take f D 1 and f D x we obtain, respec-
tively,
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dX
lD0
El D I (1)
(as expected, since the sum of all orthogonal projections gives the original vector),
and the so-called “spectral decomposition theorem”
dX
lD0
lEl D A: (2)
The following spectral decomposition of the ith canonical vector is used below:
ei D zi0 C zi1 C    C zid .1 6 i 6 n/;
where zil VD Elei 2 El ; 0 6 l 6 d . Moreover, if v D .v1; v2; : : : ; vn/T denotes the
normalized positive eigenvector,
zi0 D hei ;vikvk2 v D
vi
kvk2 v: (3)
In particular, for regular graphs, zi0 D .1=n/j.
In [9], the ij-entry of the idempotent El was called the crossed (ij-)local multi-
plicity of l . Note that, using the symmetric character of El and Lemma 2.1(a), such
parameters can be expressed as the (Euclidean) inner products of the projections zil
and zj l :
mij .l/ VD .El /ij D hElei ; ej i D hElei ; Elej i D hzil ; zj li: (4)
The following properties of the crossed local multiplicities are a consequence of the
above properties of the idempotents. (The result in (c) was already used by Godsil in
[11,12].)
Lemma 2.2. Let mij .l/ D .El/ij be the crossed local multiplicities of the adjacen-
cy matrix A D A.G/; with eigenvalues l; 0 6 l 6 d . Then:
.a/
Pd
lD0 mij .l/ D ij ;
.b/
P
hj mih.l/ D lmij .l/;
.c/ The number a.k/ij VD .Ak/ij of walks of length k joining vertices i and j in G is
a
.k/
ij D
Pd
lD0 mij .l/kl .
Proof. (a) is a direct consequence of (1), whereas (b) comes from Lemma 2.1(b)
since
.AEl/ij D .AEl /j i D
dX
hD0
ajh.El /hi D
dX
hD0
ajhmih.l/ D
X
hj
mih.l/:
Finally (c) is a corollary of Lemma 2.1(c) when we take f D xk. 
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In particular, notice that (b) with i D j tells us that the sum Pmjh.l/ extended
to all the vertices h  j equals l times the local multiplicity mjj.l/ or, what is the
same, when mjj .l/ =D 0,
l D 1
mjj .l/
X
hj
mjh.l/:
In some cases the local crossed multiplicities admit closed expressions. For in-
stance, when l D 0, and using (3) and (4), we have
mij .0/ D

vi
kvk2 v;
vj
kvk2 v

D vivjkvk2 : (5)
2.2. The local spectrum
The crossed ij-local multiplicities have a special relevance when i D j . In this
case mii.l/ D kzilk2 > 0, denoted also by mi.l/, is referred to as the i-local multi-
plicity of l . In particular, (5) yields mi.0/ D v2i =kvk2 > 0. In [8] it was noted that
when the graph is “seen” from vertex i, the i-local multiplicities play a role similar to
the standard multiplicities, so justifying their name. Indeed, by Lemma 2.2(a), note
that, for each vertex i, the i-local multiplicities of all the eigenvalues add up to 1,
dX
lD0
mi.l/ D 1 .i 2 V /I
whereas the multiplicity of each eigenvalue l is the sum, extended to all vertices, of
its local multiplicities, since
m.l/ D tr El D
nX
iD1
mi.l/ .0 6 l 6 d/: (6)
Moreover, Lemma 2.2(c) tells us that the number a.k/ii of closed walks of length k
going through vertex i can be computed in a way similar to how the whole number
of such walks in G is computed by using the “global” eigenvalue multiplicities:
a
.k/
ii D
dX
lD0
mi.l/
k
l : (7)
Some closely related parameters are the Cvetkovic´’s “angles” of G, which are de-
fined as the cosines cos il; 1 6 i 6 n; 0 6 l 6 d , with il being the angle be-
tween ei and the eigenspace El (notice that mi.l/ D cos2 il). For a number of
applications of these parameters, see e.g. the recent book of Cvetkovic´ et al. [4].
By picking the eigenvalues with non-null local multiplicities, 0.D 0/ > 1 >
   > di , say, we define the (i-)local spectrum of G as
spi G VD fmi.0/0 ; mi.1/1 ; : : : ; 
mi.di /
di
g
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with (i-)local mesh, or set of distinct eigenvalues,Mi  eviG VD f0 > 1 >    >
di g. Then it can be proved that the eccentricity of i satisfies an upper bound sim-
ilar to that satisfied by the diameter of G in terms of its distinct eigenvalues. More
precisely,
ecc.i/ 6 di D jMi j − 1I (8)
see [8]. (In coding theory, di corresponds to the so-called “dual degree” of the trivial
code fig.)
Notice that the characteristic polynomial Gni of Gni is the ii-entry of the adjoint
matrix of xI − A which, in turn, can be written as
det.xI − A/.xI − A/−1 D G.x/.xI − A/−1 D G.x/
dX
lD0
1
x − l El ;
where we have used Lemma 2.1(c). From this, Cvetkovic´ and Doob [3] concluded
that
Gni .x/ D G.x/
dX
lD0
mi.l/
x − l : (9)
The aesthetic of this relation is made more apparent when given in terms of the i-
local characteristic function i , defined from the local spectrum as expected; that is,
i.x/ VD QdilD0.x − l/mi.l/. Indeed,
Gni .x/
G.x/
D
dX
lD0
mi.l/
x − l D
diX
lD0
mi.l/
x − l D
0i .x/
i.x/
: (10)
From (9), and adding over all the vertices, we get the known result
nX
iD1
Gni.x/ D G.x/
dX
lD0
nX
iD1
mi.l/
x − l D G.x/
dX
lD0
m.l/
x − l D 
0
G.x/;
where we have used (6). A graph G is called spectrally regular when all vertices
have the same local spectrum: spi G D spj G (or i D j ) for any i; j 2 V . Thus,
using (6), (7), and (10) we have the following alternative characterizations of spectral
regularity:
 The local multiplicities only depend on l ; that is, mi.l/ D m.l/=n for any
i 2 V and l 2 ev G.
 The number of closed walks a.k/ii only depends on k. Such graphs were first studied
by Godsil and McKay [14] under the name of walk-regular graphs.
 The spectra of the vertex-deleted subgraphs are all the same: sp .Gni/ D sp .Gnj/
for any i; j 2 V .
2.3. The predistance polynomials
From the i-local spectrum we can introduce in Rdi TxU the following inner product:
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hf; gii VD .f .A/g.A//ii D
diX
lD0
mi.l/f .l/g.l/; (11)
where we have used Lemma 2.1(c). Notice that the weight function l VD mi.l/; 0 6
l 6 di , of such a scalar product is normalized in such a way that
Pdi
lD0 l D 1.
Associated to the above scalar product, Fiol and Garriga [6,7] introduced the se-
quence of polynomials .pik/06k6di with dgr p
i
k D k, called the (i-local) predistance
polynomials, satisfying the following orthogonal property:
hpik; pil ii D klpik.0/ .0 6 k; l 6 di/ (12)
so that kpikk2i D pik.0/. Like any such orthogonal sequences, the predistance poly-
nomials satisfy a three-term recurrence of the form
xpi0 D a0pi0 C c1pi1;
xpik D bk−1pik−1 C akpik C ckC1pikC1 .1 6 k 6 di − 1/; (13)
xpidi D bdi−1pidi−1 C adipidi C pidiC1;
(where bk−1; ak , and ckC1 are the coefficients of the Fourier coefficients of xpik in
terms of pik−1; p
i
k , and p
i
kC1, respectively), initiated with pi0 D 1 and last polynomial
pidiC1 being zero at the points 0; 1; : : : ; di . Moreover, these coefficients satisfy
the conditions
ak C bk C ck D 0 .0 6 k 6 di/; (14)
where, by convention, c0 D bdi VD 0.
In the same papers it was shown that the highest degree polynomial pidi has the
following properties:
 The i-local multiplicities of G are given by
mi.l/ D
v2i 0p
i
di
.0/
jjvjj2lpidi .l/
.0 6 l 6 di/; (15)
where l VD QdihD0.h =Dl/ jl − hj.
 The value at 0 of the highest degree polynomial is
pidi .0/ D
0@ diX
lD0
m2i .0/
2
0
mi.l/
2
l
1A−1 : (16)
with l VD .−1/ll D jl j.
The predistance polynomials can be thought of as a generalization for general (con-
nected) graphs of the so-called “distance polynomials” for distance-regular graphs.
Indeed, Fiol et al. [8] showed that a graph G is pseudo-distance-regular around ver-
tex i, with ecc.i/ D ".6 di/, if and only if there exist polynomials p0; p1; : : : ; p";
dgr pk D k, such that
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pk.A/E0v D Ekv .0 6 k 6 "/; (17)
in which case " D di and pk D pik , the i-local predistance polynomial, for any k.
Then, such polynomials are called the (i-)local distance polynomials. Notice that the
above is equivalent to saying that .pik.A//ij equals vj=vi if j 2 Vk , and 0 otherwise.
In fact, in the same paper it was shown that, if vertex i has spectrally maximum
eccentricity, ecc.i/ D di , the existence of the highest degree distance polynomial
suffices and G is pseudo-distance-regular around i if and only if
Ediv D pidi .A/E0v: (18)
Notice that, if we multiply both terms of the above equality by v, we get kEdivk2 D
pidi .0/kE0vk2. Fiol and Garriga [6] proved that this numeric equality is also suf-
ficient for having pseudo-distance-regularity around i and hence, using (16), they
obtained the following characterization result.
Theorem 2.3. Let i be a vertex of a graph G, with local spectrum spi G as above.
Then G is pseudo-distance-regular around i if and only if
kEdivk2
kE0vk2
D
0@ diX
lD0
mi.0/220
mi.l/
2
l
1A−1 : (19)
2.4. The dual polynomials
Associated to the predistance polynomials, there is another orthogonal system
constituted by the so-called “dual polynomials”. In order to introduce them, let P
be the .di C 1/  .di C 1/ matrix with entries .P/kl D pik.l/, 0 6 k; l 6 di . Also,
let us consider the diagonal matrices Dm VD diag.mi.0/; : : : ;mi.di // and Dp VD
diag.kpi0k2; : : : ; kpidi k2/. Then the orthogonality property (12) of the polynomials
pik can be written in matrix form as
PDmPT D Dp (20)
or, what amounts to the same, PTD−1p P D D−1m . This may be rewritten, in turn, asbPDpbPT D D−1m ; (21)
where we have introduced the new matrixbP VD PTD−1p . Then, note that (21) can also
be interpreted as an orthogonality property, with respect to the scalar product
hf; gii VD
diX
lD0
kpil k2i f .l/g.l/ (22)
for the new polynomials Opik; 0 6 k 6 di , defined as
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Opik.l/ VD .bP/kl D pil .k/kpil k2i D
pil .k/
pil .0/
.0 6 l 6 di/; (23)
and which will be called the dual polynomials of the pik . Thus, (21) reads
h Opik; Opil ii D klmi.k/−1 .0 6 k; l 6 di/; (24)
whence the local multiplicities can be computed from the polynomials pik as
mi.l/ D 1
.k Opil ki /2
D
0@ diX
kD0
pik.l/
2
pik.0/
1A−1 : (25)
This is an alternative formula to (15), to be compared with the known expression
giving the eigenvalue multiplicities of a distance-regular graph (see e.g. [1]).
Moreover, from the matrix form of recurrence (13):0BBBBBB@
a0 c1
b0 a1 
b1  
  
  cdi
 adi
1CCCCCCA
0BBBBBBB@
pi0
pi1


pidi
1CCCCCCCA
D x
0BBBBBBB@
pi0
pi1


pidi
1CCCCCCCA
−
0BBBBBB@
0
0



pidiC1
1CCCCCCA (26)
we see that the lth column of P, .pi0.l/; p
i
1.l/; : : : ; p
i
di
.l//
T; is an eigenvector
of the above tridiagonal matrix, denoted by B, with eigenvalue l . That is,
BP D PD; (27)
where D VD diag.0; 1; : : : ; di /. Similarly, from (20) and the definition ofbP we
see that P−1 D DmPTD−1p D DmbP. Then, (27) yieldsbPB D DbP: (28)
That is, the kth row ofbP,
. Opik.0/; Opik.1/; : : : ; Opik.di // D
 
pi0.k/
pi0.0/
;
pi1.k/
pi1.0/
; : : : ;
pidi .k/
pidi .0/
!
;
is a left eigenvector of B with eigenvalue k .
Conversely, it is shown that any sequence of polynomials .pk/06k6d obtained by
a recurrence such as (13) with coefficients satisfying bk−1ck > 0 for any 1 6 k 6 d ,
and initiated from p1 D 1, satisfy the following properties: The polynomial pk , with
dgr pk D k; 1 6 k 6 d C 1, has real simple roots which strictly interlace the roots of
pkC1. That is, every zero of pk lies between two consecutive zeros of pkC1 (this is a
standard result in the theory of orthogonal polynomials; see e.g. [13,16]). Moreover,
the polynomials .pk/06k6d constitute an orthogonal system such that
hpk; phi VD
dX
lD0
lpk.l/ph.l/ D khfk .0 6 k; h 6 d/; (29)
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where 0 > 1 >    > d are the zeros of pdC1; −1l VD
Pd
kD0 pk.l/2=fk; f0 VD
1, and fk VD b0    bk−1=.c1    ck/. The dual polynomials . Opk/06k6d are then de-
fined as Opk.l/ VD pl.k/=fl; 0 6 l 6 d . Then, any right (respectively, left) ei-
genvector—with first entry equal to one—of the tridiagonal “recurrence matrix”
B is of the form .p0.l/; p1.l/; : : : ; pd.l//T (respectively, . Opl.0/; Opl.1/; : : : ;
Opl.d// D .p0.l/=f0; p1.l/=f1; : : : ; pd.l/=fd/) with corresponding eigenvalue
l; 0 6 l 6 d . (See [10] for more details.)
The number of sign-changes in a given sequence of real numbers is the number of
times that consecutive terms (after removing the null ones) have distinct sign. Thus,
if .pk/06k6d is a sequence of orthogonal polynomials, the above comments, together
with dgr pk D k, allow us to assure that the sequence pk.0/; pk.1/; : : : ; pk.d/
has exactly k sign-changes. Although the degrees of the dual polynomials . Opk/06k6d
do not necessarily coincide with their indexes; they keep the above property and
the sequence Opl.0/; Opl.1/; : : : ; Opl.d/ also has exactly l sign-changes. This is
an old result about orthogonal polynomials (see e.g. [13,16]), which we formally
state in the the next lemma, and prove it by considering the “equivalent” sequence
p0.l/; p1.l/; : : : ; pd.l/ (since fk > 0 for any 0 6 k 6 d).
Lemma 2.4. Let .pk/06k6d be a sequence of orthogonal polynomials and let 0 >
1 >    > d be the zeros of pdC1. Then, for any given 0 6 l 6 d; the sequence
p0.l/; p1.l/; : : : ; pd.l/ has exactly l sign-changes.
Proof. We know that, between any two consecutive zeros of pkC1, there lies one
zero of pk . With this in mind, this could be seen as a “proof without words”; consider
Fig. 1: The number of sign-changes coincide with the crossed “staircases”. 
Moreover, when, as in the predistance polynomials, each column of the recurrence
matrix sums to 0 (a condition which can be proved to be equivalent to pk.0/ D fk
for any 0 6 k 6 d), we also have the following corollary:
Fig. 1. Proof of Lemma 2.4.
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Corollary 2.5. Let us consider a recurrence with coefficients satisfying ak C bk C
ck D 0; 0 6 k 6 d . Then, for any 1 6 l 6 d; the sequence Opl.0/ − Opl.1/; : : : ;
Opl.d−1/ − Opl.d/ has exactly l − 1 sign-changes.
Proof. Let C be the .d C 1/  .d C 1/ matrix with 1’s on the principal diagonal,
−1’s on the diagonal below the principal one, and 0’s elsewhere. We know thatbPl VD
. Opl.0/; Opl.1/; : : : ; Opl.d// is a (left) eigenvector of the recurrence matrix B so
thatbPlC is an eigenvector of the (also tridiagonal) matrix B0 VD C−1BC. From this,
one deduces that . Opl.0/ − Opl.1/; : : : ; Opl.d−1/ − Opl.d// is a left eigenvector of
the d  d principal submatrix of B0:0BBBBBB@
0 − b0 − c1 c1
b1 0 − b1 − c2 c2
b2 
 
  cd−1
bd−1 0 − bd−1 − cd
1CCCCCCA
with corresponding eigenvalue l 2 ev Bnf0g. Then the result follows from
Lemma 2.4. 
3. New characterizations
In this section, we give two new related characterizations of pseudo-distance-
regularity. First we recapitulate some of the characterizations discussed before, and
some others which could also be considered as already (implicitly) known.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be graph with adjacency matrix A and positive eigen-
vector v. Let i be a vertex of G, with ecc.i/ D "; local eigenvalues spi G D
f0 > 1 >    > di g; and Terwilliger algebra T .i/ D hA; E0; : : : ; E"i. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
.a/ G is pseudo-distance-regular around vertex i.
.b/ The primary T .i/-module is thin.
.c/ There exists a sequence of polynomials p0; p1; : : : ; p"; with dgr pk D k; such
that
Ekv D vipk.A/ei .0 6 k 6 "/:
.In this case; " D di and such polynomials are the i-local distance polynomialsV
pk D pik; 0 6 k 6 di ./
.d/ There exist nonzero vectors uk 2 EkV; 0 6 k 6 "; such that the space spanned
by u0; u1; : : : ; u" is invariant under the action of A.
.e/ Vertex i has spectrally maximum eccentricity " D di and; for some polynomial
p" of degree ";
p".A/ei 2 E"V:
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.f/ The vector Ediv; from the set of vertices at distance di from i, has square norm
kEdivk2 D v2i
0@ diX
lD0
mi.0/220
mi.l/
2
l
1A−1 :
Proof. We have already commented, in Section 2, the equivalence of our definition
of pseudo-distance-regularity (a) with (c) and (f)—Theorem 2.3—proved in [6,8],
respectively. Moreover, we have also cited the equivalence between (b) and (d), fol-
lowing Terwilliger’s algebraic approach (see [18]). Let us then pay attention to the
other implications.
(c) ) (d): Just take uk VD Ekv for any 0 6 k 6 ". Then, considering the recur-
rence (13) satisfied by the local distance polynomials, we get
Au0 Da0u0 C c1u1;
Auk Dbk−1uk−1 C akuk C ckC1ukC1 .1 6 k 6 " − 1/; (30)
Au" Db"−1u"−1 C a"u";
and (d) follows (see again [8] for more details).
(d) ) (e): Under the hypothesis, the vectors uk , 0 6 k 6 ", must satisfy a three-
term recurrence like (30) initiated with u0 D 0ei ; 0 =D 0. Hence, there exist poly-
nomials pk; 0 6 k 6 "; such that uk D pk.A/ei ; 0 6 k 6 " C 1, where p"C1 VD
.x − a"/p" − b"−1p"−1 is a polynomial of degree " C 1 satisfying u"C1 VD
p"C1.A/ei D 0. Hence, using (11),
kp"C1k2i D
diX
lD0
mi.l/p
2
"C1.l/ D .p2"C1.A//ii D 0:
Then, since mi.l/ > 0, we must have p"C1.l/ D 0 for any 0 6 l 6 di and,
using (8),
" C 1 6 di C 1 6 dgr p"C1 D " C 1;
whence " D di and the polynomial p" satisfies (e).
(e) ) (a): Let " be the leading coefficient of p". Let us take the poly-
nomial Z VD QdilD0.x − l/ with degree di D " and Z.0/ D 0. Then, for any
vertex j 2 Cdi .i/ we have
.p".A//ij D 1
"
hA"ei ; ej i D 1
"
hZ.A/ei ; ej i D 0
"
hzi0; zj0i D 0
"
vivj
kvk2 ;
where we have used (3). Hence, the polynomial
pidi VD
"
0
kvk2
v2i
p"
clearly satisfies pidi .A/ei D .1=vi/ Ediv, which is the characterization of pseudo-
distance-regularity given in (18) (proved in [8]). 
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The following new characterization employs the number of walks between verti-
ces and is stated in the following result.
Theorem 3.2. A graph G is pseudo-distance-regular graph around vertex i, with
eccentricity "; if and only if, for any given positive integers r and k such that 0 6
r 6 " and r 6 k 6 r C 1; the number of k-walks between i and j 2 Vr D Cr .i/ is
proportional to vj ; and the constant of proportionality is independent of j; that is,
a
.k/
ij D akr vj for some akr 2 RC.
Proof. Assume first that G is pseudo-distance-regular around i. As the result clearly
holds for r D dist.i; j/ D 0, since then a.0/ii D 1 D .1=vi/vi and a.1/ii D 0, we shall
use induction and assume that, when dist.i; j/ D r − 1; r > 1, we have a.k/ij D akr−1vj
for some constants akr−1 and k D r − 1; r . Then for j 2 Vr we get
a
.r/
ij D
X
h2Vr−1\C.j/
ar−1ih D ar−1r−1
X
h2Vr−1\C.j/
vh (31)
Dar−1r−1crvj : (32)
Consequently, a.r/ij D arr vj with arr VD ar−1r−1cr . Similarly, using the above and
a
.rC1/
ij D
X
h2Vr−1\Vr\C.j/
arih D arr−1
X
h2Vr−1\C.j/
vh C arr
X
h2Vr\C.j/
vh (33)
D.arr−1cr C arr ar/vj ; (34)
we infer that a.rC1/ij D arC1r vj with arC1r VD arr−1cr C arr ar .
Conversely, if we suppose that such a constant akr exists for 0 6 r 6 " and k D
r; r C 1, and dist.i; j/ D r , from a.r/ij D arrvj and (31) we obtain that
cr .j/ D 1
vj
X
h2Vr−1\C.j/
vh D a
r
r
ar−1r−1
(35)
does not depend on the chosen vertex j 2 Vr and so cr D cr .j/. Analogously, from
a
.rC1/
ij D arC1r vj and (33) we get
arC1r D arr−1
arr
ar−1r−1
C arr
1
vj
X
h2Vr\C.j/
vh;
where we have used the above value of cr . Consequently, the value
ar.j/ D 1
vj
X
h2Vr\C.j/
vh D a
rC1
r
arr
− a
r
r−1
ar−1r−1
(36)
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is also independent of j: ar D ar.j/. Finally,
br.j/ D 1
vj
X
h2VrC1\C.j/
vh D 0 − cr − ar ; (37)
shows that br is also independent of vertex j 2 Vr , and hence, G is pseudo-distance-
regular around i. 
Note that necessity can also be easily proved by using other characterizations of
Theorem 3.1. For instance, assume that the space spanned by E0v; E1v; : : : ; E"v is
invariant under A. Then, for any integer k; 0 6 k 6 ", there must be some constants
ks satisfying AkE0v D
Pk
sD0 ks Esv. Thus, given any vertex j 2 Cr .i/; r 6 k,
we have
.Ak/ij D hAkei ; ej i D 1
vi
hAkE0v; ej i D
1
vi
kX
sD0
ks hEsv; ej i D
kr
vi
vj
and our claim holds with akr D kr =vi .
Assuming that G is pseudo-distance-regular around vertex i, the computations in
the proof of Theorem 3.2 also yield expressions for the numbers of walks a.r/ij and
a
.rC1/
ij , in terms of the pseudo-intersection numbers and the entries vi and vj . Indeed,
by applying recursively (35) and considering that a00 D 1=vi , we get arr D crar−1r−1 D   D crcr−1    c1=vi , whence
a
.r/
ij D
vj
vi
rY
sD1
cs for any j 2 Cr .i/:
Similarly, from (36) and (35) we obtain
arC1r Dararr C crarr−1 D ararr C cr

ar−1ar−1r−1 C cr−1ar−1r−2

D.ar C ar−1/arr C crcr−1ar−1r−2 D    D
1
vi
rX
sD1
as
rY
sD1
cs;
where we have used that a10 D 0. Consequently,
a
.rC1/
ij D
vj
vi
rX
sD1
as
rY
sD1
cs for any j 2 Cr .i/:
In fact, if G is pseudo-distance-regular around i, the number of walks a.k/ij , with
dist.i; j/ D r , is proportional to vj for any value of k. Indeed, in such a case there ex-
ist the distance polynomials pil ; 0 6 l 6 ", satisfying (17). Hence, using the Fourier
decomposition of xk with respect to the orthogonal system .pil /06l6di :
xk D
diX
lD0
hxk; pil i
kpil k2
pil .x/ D
diX
lD0
hxk; pil i
pil .0/
pil .x/
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the above number of walks can also be computed as
a
.k/
ij D
diX
lD0
hxk; pil i
pil .0/
.pil .A//ij D
vj
vi
hxk; pir i
pir .0/
D vj
vipir .0/
diX
lD0
mi.l/
k
l p
i
r .l/ .k > 0/: (38)
Furthermore, from Lemma 2.2(b) we know that
a
.k/
ij D
diX
lD0
mij .l/
k
l .k > 0/ (39)
(since mi.l/ D 0 ) zil D 0 ) mij .l/ D 0/. Then, by equating (38) and (39) for
0 6 k 6 di we conclude that, if G is pseudo-distance-regular around vertex i, the
crossed ij-local multiplicities can be computed from the local distance polynomials
as
mij .l/ D vj
vi
pir .l/
pir .0/
mi.l/: (40)
and hence, they are proportional to vj . (In particular, note that when i D j—that is
r D 0—the above formula gives a trivial equality). Conversely, if mij .l/ D mlr vj for
some constants mlr ; 0 6 l; r 6 di , then (39) and Theorem 3.2 yield that G is pseudo-
distance-regular around vertex i.
In fact, in the spirit of such a theorem and within some extremal conditions, we
only need to impose the above condition on the crossed local multiplicities of 1 and
di , as the following result shows.
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a graph with eigenvalues ev G D f0 > 1 >    > d g;
and let i be a vertex of G with local eigenvalues spi G D f0 > 1 >    > di g
satisfying 1 D 1 and di D d . Then G is pseudo-distance-regular graph around
vertex i if and only if ecc.i/ D di and, for any given positive integer r, 0 6 r 6 di;
the crossed local multiplicities mij .1/ and mij .di / are proportional to vj for any
j 2 Cr .i/.
Proof. We only have to prove sufficiency. To this end, assume that, for some ver-
tex i with local eigenvalues 0.D 0/, 1 D 1 and di D d , we have, for any
j 2 Vr D Cr .i/, mij .l/ D mlr vj for some constants mlr , l 2 f0; 1; dig; 0 6 r 6 di .
(Notice that, by (5), the assumption for 0 always holds with m0r D vi=kvk2.) Then
Lemma 2.2(b) yields
mlr−1
X
h2Vr−1\C.j/
vh C mlr
X
h2Vr\C.j/
vh C mlrC1
X
h2VrC1\C.j/
vh D lmlr vj (41)
whence
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mlr−1cr .j/ C mlr ar.j/ C mlrC1br.j/ D lmlr : (42)
For instance, Eq. (42) for l D 0 gives
cr .j/ C ar.j/ C br.j/ D 0
as we already know. Then, together with the resulting equations for l D 1; di we
obtain the linear system:0B@ 1 1 1m1r−1 m1r m1rC1
mdir−1 m
di
r m
di
rC1
1CA
0@cr .j/ar.j/
br.j/
1A D
0B@ 01m1r
dm
di
r
1CA (43)
and the numbers cr VD cr .j/; ar VD ar.j/ and br VD br.j/ will be independent of
vertex j 2 Vr provided that the above coefficient matrix has inverse.
In order to prove that the rows of such a matrix are linearly independent, we
multiply both terms of (41) by vj and add all the equations obtained when vertex j
varies in Vr . Then we obtain the equations
mlr−1br;r−1 C mlr br;r C mlrC1br;rC1 D lmlr .l D 0; 1; di/; (44)
where
brs D 1kErvk2
X
fj;hg2E.Vr ;Vs/
vj vh .r − 1 6 s 6 r C 1/
and E.Vr; Vs/ stands for the set of edges with endpoints in Vr and Vs (when Vr D
Vs each edge counts twice). Now, if we put together the di equations obtained for
each distance r D 0; 1; : : : ; di , we realize that each of the three (row) vectors ml D
.ml0; m
l
1; : : : ; m
l
di
/ is a left eigenvector, with associated eigenvalue l; l D 0; 1; di , of
the .di C 1/  .di C 1/ tridiagonal matrix
BT VD
0BBBBBB@
b00 b10
b01 b11 
b12  
  
  bdi;di−1
 bdidi
1CCCCCCA (45)
with constant column sums, since
br;r−1 C brr C br;rC1 D 1kErvk2
X
j2Vr
vj
X
hj
vh D 1kErvk2
X
j2Vr
0v
2
j D 0:
The transpose of such a matrix, B D .brs/, was called in [5] the pseudo-quotient
matrix of A with respect to the distance partition V D V0 [ V1 [    [ Vdi . In that
paper it was shown that the eigenvalues of B interlace the eigenvalues of A. That is,
if A has eigenvalues 1 > 2 >    > n and B has eigenvalues 1 > 2 >    > di
(in both cases including multiplicities), then
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k > k > n−diCk .1 6 k 6 di/: (46)
Thus, for k D 1 and using 0 D 0, we have 0 D 1 > 1 > 0 D 0, whence 0 D
1. Similarly, for k D 2 and the hypothesis 1 D 1, we get 1 D 2 > 2 > 1 D
1, so that 1 D 2. Finally, with k D di and di D d we obtain d D di > di >
n D d , whence di D di .
As a conclusion, by Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.5, we have that m0 is constant
(zero sign-changes), m1 is strictly monotone (zero sign-changes in the sequence
m10 − m11;m11 − m12; : : :), and mdi has exactly di − 1 sign-changes. Consequently,
our claim about the rank of the coefficient matrix in (43) holds, and the proof of the
theorem is complete. 
3.1. The cosines
For a fixed eigenvalue l 2 spi G \ spj G we now define the ij-cosine, and denote
it by wij D wij .l/, as the cosine of the angle between the projections zil and zj l :
wij .l/ VD hzil ; zj likzilkkzj lk D
mij .l/p
mi.l/mj .l/
: (47)
These parameters were already considered by different authors [2,12,13,17] when G
is a distance-regular graph. In this case, G is spectrally regular and hence the i-local
eigenvalues coincide with the eigenvalues of G: 0; 1; : : : ; d . Under this hypo-
thesis, Godsil proved that wij .l/ D mij .l/=mi.l/ only depends on the distance
r VD dist.i; j/, and consequently, he referred to it as the rth cosine wr D wr.l/. As
we formally state in Section 3.2, notice that, as a straightforward consequence of
Theorem 3.3, the converse result also holds provided that G is spectrally regular. In
the case of distance-regularity, Godsil also proved that the cosines satisfy the three-
term recurrence
lwr D crwr−1 C arwr C brwrC1 .0 6 r 6 d/;
where cr ; ar , and br are the intersection numbers of G; w−1 and wdC1 are irrelevant
(since c0 D bd D 0); and w0 D 1. In fact, we will give later a closed expression for
wr.l/, in terms of the distance polynomials of G. With this aim, we go back to
our context of locally pseudo-distance-regular graphs and show how to compute the
crossed local multiplicities mij .l/ for any vertex j and eigenvalue l 2 evi G.
Assume that graph G is pseudo-distance-regular around vertex i, and let j be a
vertex such that dist.i; j/ D r . In what follows, we give an alternative proof of (40).
By Lemma 2.1(c) we know that .pik.A//ij D
Pdi
lD0 p
i
k.l/mij .l/ for any 0 6 k 6
di . But, from (17), we also have .pik.A//ij D vj=vi if k D r , and .Ak/ij D 0 other-
wise. Hence, if P is the matrix defined above; that is, .P/kl D pik.l/, and m denotes
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the (column) vector with components mij .l/, 0 6 l 6 di , we can write the above
equations in the matrix form
Pm D vj
vi
er :
Then, m must correspond to vj=vi times the rth column of the inverse matrix P−1 D
DmPTD−1p , which gives
mij .l/ D vj
vi
mi.l/p
i
r .l/
1
kpirk2
D vj
vi
pir .l/
pir .0/
mi.l/ .0 6 l 6 di/: (48)
Alternatively, using expressions (15) of the local multiplicities, we can also write
mij .l/ D .−1/l 0
l
vivj
kvk2
pir .l/
pir .0/
pidi .0/
pidi .l/
.0 6 l 6 di/: (49)
From (48), we now get the following result:
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a pseudo-distance-regular graph around vertex i with local
eigenvalues 0; 1; : : : ; di ; local distance-polynomials .pik/06k6di and dual poly-
nomials . Opik/06k6di . Then, for any j 2 Cr .i/ such that mj.l/ =D 0 the ij-cosine of
l is given by the expressions:
wij .l/ D p
i
r .l/
pir .0/
s
mi.l/
mj .l/
D Opil .r/
s
mi.l/
mj .l/
.0 6 l 6 di/: (50)
3.2. Distance-regular graphs
We end the paper by giving the particularization of our main results to the case of
regular graphs when we impose the invariance conditions on all vertices of the graph.
Then, the pseudo-intersection parameters become the usual intersection parameters
and, as they only depend on the parameters considered (namely, number of walks
or local multiplicities), the local distance-regularity around all vertices yields the
distance-regularity of the whole graph.
Theorem 3.5. A regular graph G is distance-regular if and only if, for any two
vertices i; j; the numbers of walks a.k/ij and a.kC1/ij only depend on k D dist.i; j/.
Theorem 3.6. A regular graph G with eigenvalues 0 > 1 >    > d is distance-
regular if and only if for any two vertices i; j; ecc.i/ D ecc.j/ D d; and the crossed
local multiplicities mij .1/ and mij .d/ only depend on r VD dist.i; j/.
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Notice that, under the hypothesis of distance-regularity,
wij .l/ D pr.l/
pr.0/
D Opl.r / .0 6 l 6 d/: (51)
Moreover, since for a spectrally regular graph we have mij .l/ D wij .l/mi.l/,
the above theorem yields:
Theorem 3.7. A spectrally regular graph G with eigenvalues 0 > 1 >    > d
is distance-regular if and only if, for any two vertices i; j; the cosines wij .1/ and
wij .d/ only depend on dist.i; j/.
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